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November 20, 2020 

The Hon. Katharine H. Parker 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan Courthouse 
500 Pearl Street 
New York, NY 10007 

Re: Nichols v. Noom, Case No. 20-cv-3677 (LGS) (KHP): Noom’s Email Collection. 

Dear Judge Parker: 

We write on behalf of Defendants (“Noom”) and Plaintiffs and the proposed class to address 
Plaintiffs’ objections to Noom’s use of Google Vault to perform its email collection. 

I. Noom’s Position.
Nearly four months after Noom first disclosed in writing to Plaintiffs that it planned to collect 
Gmail via Google Vault, Plaintiffs now ask this Court for an order directing Noom to redo its email 
collection at Noom’s own expense using Plaintiffs’ preferred tool. Plaintiffs do so by falsely 
claiming that emails containing links to files saved on Noom’s Google drive are “attachments.”  
They are not.  Noom is producing documents that are actually attached to emails, and is separately 
collecting Google Drive documents that are referenced as file hyperlinks through its custodial and 
shared drive collection. This is a standard industry practice, and Plaintiffs do not deny that the 
majority of commercial litigants who use Google Suite perform collections in this manner.  
Plaintiffs nonetheless demand that that Noom collect and review each copy of the Google drive 
document linked in an email as well as the versions included in a Google drive folder—a highly 
burdensome endeavor, since these different versions cannot be deduplicated.  Plaintiffs’ belated 
request contravenes well-settled law and basic notions of fairness and should be denied. 
As an initial matter, Plaintiffs’ request should be rejected because of their unjustified delay.  On 
November 4, 2020, Noom explained to Plaintiffs that filepath is not an available metadata field for 
Google drive documents.  Plaintiffs do not object to Google Vault for Google Drive export, but on 
November 12, raised new and completely unrelated objections to Noom’s use of Google Vault to 
export email.  (Nov. 12, 2020 email from B. McInturff to A. Reddy.)  On that date, Plaintiffs’ 
counsel suggested for the first time that Noom use their preferred tool, FEC, in order to capture 
linked attachments.  (Id.)  Plaintiffs’ delay is inexcusable, as Noom could not have been more clear 
about its process: it disclosed to Plaintiffs in August that it intended to use Google Vault to perform 
its email collection and has explained its proposed process in various drafts of the Parties’ ESI 
protocols.  See August 19, 2020 draft ESI protocol stating “Defendant will perform its analysis of 
email, chat messages (Hangouts), and google drive using Google Vault”); ECF No. 65-7 (Noom’s 
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final draft protocol providing similar disclosure).1  In its October 2, 2020 ESI repository, Noom 
further stated that it would perform a “full export” of all emails “preserved via Google Vault hold” 
for each custodian.  ECF No. 65-6. Noom’s counsel later referenced this collection process during 
the October 26, 2020 hearing.  (Tr. 45:10 “So, for example, with gmail, we’re pulling from the 
Google Vault ecosystem”).  Plaintiffs never objected and Noom has completed its email collection 
for eight of nine custodians.  The purported deficiencies they now seek to litigate are based on 
publicly-available information, and any one of Plaintiffs’ three e-discovery expert consultants 
could have advised on them during the parties’ numerous meet-and-confer discussions regarding 
these issues.  Allowing Plaintiffs to second-guess Noom’s discovery process after months of delay 
poses significant and unnecessary costs, and Plaintiffs should not be rewarded for such tactics. 
Plaintiffs’ request also fails for multiple additional reasons.  First, Plaintiffs’ insistence on 
dictating the precise manner in which Noom performs its collection—similar to their repeated, 
attempts to dictate the precise manner of Noom’s search validation process—is flatly contrary to 
both the Sedona Conference Principles and well-settled law.2  As this Court has already held, 
consistent with these many authorities, Noom is entitled to perform its collection in the manner 
that it deems appropriate, provided that its efforts are reasonable.  (Oct. 13, Hr’g. Tr. 33:11-34:13, 
36:6-7; Oct. 16 Hr’g. Tr. 18:3-15; Oct. 26 Hr’g. Tr. 16:2-12, 17:11-21). Second, Google Vault is 
an eminently reasonable tool. Although Plaintiffs try to depict this method as deficient, nowhere 
do they deny its prevalence and widespread industry acceptance. As explained in the attached 
declaration from Noom’s top-tier forensic electronic discovery vendor, Transperfect, Google Vault 
is the standard industry tool that is used for Gmail export by the vast majority of its Google 
business clients.  (Declaration of Jason Sims (“Ex. A”) at ¶ 7.) Noom’s counsel has used this tool 
to export quite literally millions of documents in complex civil litigation without any similar 
objections. Third, FEC has not been a workable solution.  Noom’s vendor has tested the product 
for the last several days and the tool continues to stall, leading to significantly longer processing 
times that will likely further delay collection. Id. at ¶ 15(d). Fourth, Plaintiffs’ primary argument 
is that Google Vault omits attachments, but that is false.  Google Vault produces all email 
attachments, but it omits file hyperlinks to Google drive documents that exist in Noom’s file 
servers. Id. at ¶ 14. Noom is already collecting these Google Drive documents through a separate 
collection process it has outlined for Plaintiffs and the Court. Fifth, and relatedly, forcing Noom 
to collect these documents through email and through Google drive will substantially increase its 
costs and result in a significant number of duplicates in its review population that cannot be culled 
through deduplication. Id. at ¶ 16(b). Id. Finally, Noom has agreed to produce a reasonable number 
of linked filed at Plaintiffs’ request, and Plaintiffs have refused this proposed compromise.  For all 

1 Plaintiffs incorrectly assert that Noom agreed to produce links in documents, but their only support for that position 
is Noom’s agreement to produce Family Groups—which it is doing by producing email attachments. Plaintiffs also 
point to stray language in the ESI Protocol that refers to a “stub file,” but nowhere did the Parties ever agree or discuss 
linked files nor do Plaintiffs point to any support for their position that a “stub” encompasses file hyperlinks.  
2 E.g., Kaye v. N.Y.C. Health and Hosps. Corp., 2020 WL 283702, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 21, 2020); Mortg. Resolution 
Servicing v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A., 2017 WL 2305398, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. May 18, 2017); Hyles v. N.Y.C., 10-
3119, 2016 WL 4077114, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 1, 2016); The Sedona Principles (Second Edition): Best Practices 
Recommendations & Principles for Addressing Electronic Document Production, Principle 6.   
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these reasons, the Court should overrule Plaintiffs’ unjustified and unreasonable request for an 
order compelling Noom to change course and re-do its collection using Plaintiffs’ preferred tool. 

II. Plaintiffs’ Position

What Noom seeks here is court approval to withhold the attachments from most of its relevant 
emails.  While Noom tries to redefine the “attachment” as “file hyperlinks” the inescapable fact is 
that collecting and producing these “file hyperlinks” is inexpensive and is required by Noom’s 
obligation to conduct a reasonable search.  By way of brief background, Gmail treats attachments 
in different ways, depending on the type of attached document.  Attachments which are standalone 
files such as Word or Excel are attached as actual files in the same way that they are in email 
systems like Outlook.  However, Google Drive file types (Google Docs, Google Sheets, etc.) which 
reside on Google Drive are attached via a link which will, when clicked on, retrieve the current 
version of the linked document.  Noom employees predominantly use link attachments to email 
Google Drive documents.  Further, Google Drive is Noom’s repository for shared documents.  

Additionally, as Craig Ball, a renowned ESI expert and special master, recently stated: 

The party obliged to collect and produce the messages and attachments isn’t relieved of 
that duty because they’ve stored their data in a cloud repository anymore than a party who 
stores records in a rented office may do so.  They have a legal right and the practical ability 
to access the evidence. 

Craig Ball Also Weighs in on Links to Files in Emails: eDiscovery Best Practices, 
https://ediscoverytoday.com/2020/11/16/craig-ball-also-weighs-in-on-links-to-files-in-emails-
ediscovery-best-practices/.  Yet Noom is asking for relief from precisely this obligation.  
Defendants’ grounds?  Despite the parties’ longstanding agreement that linked email attachments 
would be produced, Noom barged ahead and collected the email of 8 individuals Noom proposes 
to designate as ESI custodians (before the parties have held their Nov. 24 meet and confer 
regarding custodians) using a method that does not collect Google Drive linked attachments.  Your 
Honor previously advised Noom that its approach to custodian designation was “at its own peril” 
(Oct. 26 Tr. 68:4).  The instant dispute is one such peril, and Defendants have only themselves to 
blame if they have to “redo” their email collection for the custodians they unilaterally selected.  
Once Plaintiffs realized last week that Noom had violated the parties’ longstanding agreement 
regarding link attachments,3 we advised counsel that digital forensics company Metaspike’s 
Forensic Email Collector (“FEC”) addresses this problem: 

3 The parties agreed at the very outset of ESI discussions this summer that Noom would collect and produce the 
documents attached via link to emails and memorialized that agreement in their respective ESI protocol drafts.  See 
ECF Nos. 65-4 at 21–22 and 65-7 at 13 (Plaintiffs’ and Defendants’ ESI Protocol definition of “Family Groups,” 
both of which specifically include “documents referenced by document stubs within those emails.”).  Indeed, despite 
deadlocking on 31 ESI protocol disputes (see ECF No. 65-1, ESI disputes chart), Noom never disputed its obligation 
to produce electronic documents attached via email link. 
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Files attached to emails as hyperlinks to a cloud storage system can throw a monkey wrench 
into your forensic preservation.  The linked attachments often require authentication and 
are inaccessible unless handled as part of the initial acquisition. 

[FEC] automatically detects and acquires Google Drive attachments and revisions of 
emails during Gmail and G Suite acquisitions!  Preserved cloud items are presented in a 
neat package with their parent emails to maintain parent/child relationships. 

https://www.metaspike.com/forensic-email-collector/#drive.4  The Director of Digital Forensics at 
Plaintiffs’ ESI consultant’s firm has successfully used FEC to perform collection from hundreds 
of email accounts from many types of email environments, including the one used by Noom. 
Ciaramitaro Decl. ¶ 14.  Prominent FEC users include government and law enforcement, Am Law 
100 firms, and the accounting Big Three.  Id. ¶ 15. 

Further, Noom’s arguments for withholding link attachments do not withstand scrutiny.  First, 
Noom sidesteps the fact its method omits email attachments.  All that will be visible is the link 
and not the attachment.  Noom suggests that some of these linked documents could end up being 
independently collected, but even if an attachment happens to be collected, it will be produced 
separately from the email, it may not be possible to connect the document with the email, and there 
is no certainty that every attachment will be collected and produced.  Earlier this week, Plaintiffs 
deposed a Noom data scientist, who was shown the only document Noom has produced to date in 
its preferred format.  When asked about the (withheld) spreadsheet attached via link, the scientist 
was baffled: “There is no way a person could read a PDF of a document and know what [is in] a 
link to [a] spreadsheet . . . .  I don’t see how I could be expected to know that.”  Riccardi Rough 
Tr. at 248:2–6.  Second, Noom claims that Plaintiffs’ method could cause it to collect the same 
Google Drive document twice (once as an attachment to the email, and once if the document is 
collected independently).  Yet such logic applies to any document saved in a company drive.    
Third, Noom’s cost to correct its error is just $4,466, which is likely less than what Noom is paying 
counsel to write this letter.  Fourth, instead of spending $4,000 Noom proposes that we ask it to 
produce the attachment on a case by case basis.  This is no solution when this issue will likely crop 
up thousands of times and will reveal our litigation strategy.  We simply want to be able to review 
the attachments and we proposed Metaspike as a reliable and inexpensive fix.  Fifth, while Noom 
has broken the parties’ agreement about link attachments in the hopes of saving $4,000, 
Defendants also seek use their flawed method on a prospective basis for all additional custodians.  
Sixth, while Noom generally complains about FEC’s processing time, machine processing time is 
not billing time, and additional processing time is unsurprising given that FEC is used to retrieve 
attachments that would otherwise not be retrieved.  

4 In Mr. Ball’s blog post he addresses the possibility that the document referenced by an email link may have been 
altered since the email was sent.  FEC resolves this issue with an option to collect Google mail linked attachments as 
they existed at the time an email was sent. 
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Sincerely, 

/s/ Aarti Reddy 
Aarti Reddy 
Counsel for Defendants Noom, Inc. and Artem Petakov 

/s/ J. Burkett McInturff 
J. Burkett McInturff
Counsel for Plaintiffs and the Proposed Class

238486858v1 
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Having reviewed the parties' submissions, the Court hereby grants 
Noom's request to use Google Vault to export all email 
attachments, to the extent possible, during discovery in this case.  
This practice is the industry standard.  To the extent that 
hyperlinks are not exportable via Google Vault, those hyperlinks 
are not attachments.  However, to the extent there is a specific 
document with a hyperlink that is material to a claim or defense,  
and to the extent Plaintiffs cannot obtain the document through 
copying the link in their Internet brower, Plaintiffs may raise the 
issue with the Court.

Date: 12/10/2020
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

MOJO NICHOLS, SUSAN BREWSTER, 
DUANE DEA, MARYANNE DERACLEO, 
KAREN KELLY, REBECCA RICHARDS, 
JENNIFER SELLERS, and STACY SPENCER, 
Individually and on Behalf of All Others Similarly 
Situated, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

NOOM, INC. ARTEM PETAKOV, and  
JOHN DOES 1 to 5 

Defendants. 

No. 20 Civ. 3677 (LGS) (KHP) 

DECLARATION OF JASON SIMS  
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT NOOM’S, INC.’S  

LETTER MOTION OPPOSING PLAINTIFFS’ REQUEST 
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Declaration of Jason Sims  

in Support of Defendant Noom, Inc.’s Letter Motion Opposing Plaintiffs’ Request. 

1. My name is Jason Sims.  I am a resident of the State of California.  I serve as a Senior

Manager in TransPerfect’s Forensic Technology & Consulting (“FTAC”) division.

I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and, if called as a witness, could

competently testify to them.

Background.

2. I have been a digital forensics professional for over a decade. I began my digital forensics

career with the New York County District Attorney.  After that, and before my assuming

my current position at TransPerfect, I spent nearly ten years as a Director and Manager at

FTI Consulting and Ernst & Young, respectively.

3. I hold multiple industry certifications such as: OpenText/Guidance Software’s EnCase

Certified Examiner, International Society of Forensic Examiners’ Certified Computer

Examiner, and GIAC Certified Forensic Examiner.  I have also testified in numerous civil

and criminal matters and advise clients daily on forensic best practices surrounding

collection, extraction, and analysis of electronically stored data.

4. TransPerfect Legal Solutions (“TLS”) is a globally recognized forensic services provider

and one of the largest eDiscovery service providers in the world (as measured by issued

Relativity user licenses). TLS provides forensic data acquisition and analysis, eDiscovery

consulting, data processing, document hosting, managed review, document production,

deposition services, language services, and reprographic services.
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Noom’s Selection of Google Vault to Export Emails Is Reasonable. 

5. TLS administers hundreds of collections from Google’s suite of business tools each year.

There are several procedures and methodologies that can be used to collect electronic

records from a Google Business Platform.  The methodology selected for a given matter

is determined by a number of factors such as cost, efficiency, volume, licensing of

software, and the purpose of the collection itself.

6. Google Vault is the eDiscovery solution for Google business clients who elect to pay for

the premium Enterprise or G Suite (now known as Google Workspace) Business plans.

Google Vault is designed to preserve and collect information stored with Google’s suite

of business tools for eDiscovery1 and is accessible via web browser at

ediscovery.google.com.

7. Based on my knowledge and industry experience, Noom’s selection of Google Vault to

perform email exports of their company data in this case is both reasonable and consistent

with industry standards.  In fact, TLS leverages Google Vault regularly to perform

similar exports and the vast majority of our Google business clients use the Vault

eDiscovery solution for email exports.

8. Vault has several benefits as compared to other collection methods.  While this

functionality is not exclusively limited to Vault, it allows a single user assigned

administrative privileges to collect the entirety of email data from all custodians in one

consolidated export.  This significantly reduces the time and cost to perform the exports.

Importantly, Vault does not require each custodian to provide their password prior to the

1 See https://support.google.com/vault/answer/2462365?hl=en “Vault is an information governance and eDiscovery 
tool for Google Workspace. With Vault, you can retain, hold, search, and export users’ Google Workspace data.” 
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collection.  Provision of individual passwords poses a security risk and many companies 

outlaw password sharing as part of their corporate policy. 

The Metadata Available With Google Vault Gmail Exports Is Reasonable. 

9. As part of each export, Vault includes a spreadsheet detailing the available metadata 

associated with each email message.  To the extent these metadata fields are set forth in a 

given party’s ESI protocol, TransPerfect will aggregate this information and provide it in 

the database load files accompanying Noom’s document production. 

10. Likewise, the parties have agreed to produce email folder paths as part of their ESI 

stipulation. Gmail works differently than some common email platforms.  Folders do not 

exist in Gmail, rather Gmail uses “Labels” to organize data. 2,3  Labels can be used 

interchangeably with the email file path, and to the extent possible, Noom will produce 

this metadata, which is a field provided by Vault in the XML report that accompanies an 

email export and which can be overlaid onto the data during email processing. 

Plaintiffs’ Preferred Tool Is Not As Widely Used As Google Vault and Would 

Significantly Increase Noom’s Costs. 

11. There are also other third-party tools available that connect via the Google application 

programming interface (API) to collect from the Google Suite of products.  I understand 

that Plaintiffs have requested that Noom re-perform its email collection using one such 

tool, known as Metaspike’s Forensic Email Collector (“FEC”).  TLS has used FEC in the 

past, but unlike Google Vault, we do not do so regularly.  FEC is new to the market 

                                                       
2 https://support.google.com/mail/answer/118708?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en  
A helpful video demo of the difference between labels and folders.  https://www.teachercast.net/gmail-labels-vs-
folders/  
3 https://www.metaspike.com/google-takeout-vault-email-forensics/  
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compared to other tools, and was released in 2017.4  There are relatively few reviews 

online or in eDiscovery trade papers.  Accordingly, I have relied on Metaspike’s own 

references and advertising throughout this declaration. 

12. I also understand that Plaintiffs argue that Noom’s use of Google Vault for its email 

exports is deficient because it omits “attachments.”  I disagree with this assessment. 

13. When Vault exports a user’s Gmail account, it collects all documents that were included 

as attachments to emails.  Vault does not collect files included at links to files in Google 

Drive or other separate data sources.  As is standard practice in most cases, TransPerfect 

separately collects Google Apps and Drive documents maintained by disclosed 

custodians and shared drive repositories. 

14. FEC produces file hyperlinks, but file hyperlinks are not the same as attachments.  

Metaspike acknowledges that these are not “real attachments” on its website.5  The 

definitions are not interchangeable.  When users share documents created via Google 

Apps or stored in Google Drive, the recipient will receive a hyperlink in the body of the 

email or as an email notification with a hyperlink to access or download the files.  These 

hyperlinks are not files embedded in the email that form a relationship commonly known 

as an email family, rather they send the recipient to the Google Drive database to access 

the files in a secondary location.  Users may also download Google Apps documents or 

those stored in Google Drive and attach them directly to an email if they intend to do so.  

 

                                                       
4 https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/metaspike-releases-forensic-email-collectoremail-preservation-
software-for-digital-forensics-and-ediscovery-300505714.html  
5 https://www.metaspike.com/google-takeout-vault-email-forensics/ (“One of the common challenges when 
preserving mailboxes is the presence of attachments that were inserted as links to cloud storage services such as 
Drive rather than as real attachments.”) 
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15. In summary, I would note that FEC has a few key differences as compared to Google 

Vault: 

a. Metaspike requires purchase of a software license that is not included as part of 

Google Suite.  

b. FEC can collect documents shared via Google Drive links and associate them 

with the email containing the link. 

i. As discussed above, this is not how the documents are maintained in the 

ordinary course.  Linked documents are not maintained as email 

attachments within Gmail’s servers.  Instead they are accessible via 

Google Drive or Google’s document creation applications.  

ii. There are some drawbacks to this.  As part of this process, FEC can 

retrieve a prior version of the document currently residing at a Google link 

to make it appear as it may have existed when the email was sent, despite 

being revised subsequently.  

iii. There are few details provided by Metaspike on this feature to allow my 

team to understand the limitations or considerations.  

c. FEC is unable to export documents labeled confidential.  FEC recommends using 

Google Vault to supplement the collection of “confidential mode” email,6 

meaning that parties must perform multiple collections and process duplicative 

data to identify the “confidential mode” messages.  

                                                       
6 https://www.metaspike.com/google-takeout-vault-email-forensics/  
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d. TLS has noticed that collection times for retrieving data from FEC is significantly 

longer than those occurring within Vault.  With voluminous datasets this has a 

spiraling effect of delays in collection, processing and review. 

16. We cannot compare tools in a vacuum, there are additional costs to consider:  

a. Status of the collection: email accounts for our custodians have already been 

collected and processed for searching.  This work has already been billed to 

Noom.  The cost to collect this information was $2,516.25, with an additional 

$1,950 in fees to deduplicate and process the collection to make it searchable by 

keyword.  Further cost will be at least double that incurred by Noom to date, but 

likely higher because TLS will spend more billable time performing the collection 

and processing fees will be higher due to the inclusion of linked documents as 

email attachments.  

b. Deduplication: More significantly, by associating linked documents as 

attachments to emails, FEC forecloses on the ability for Noom to deduplicate any 

emails containing document links against the version of the email that was 

previously collected.  Additionally, Noom will also be unable to deduplicate the 

document links and identical Google documents that it is separately exporting 

from Google Drive.  This is likely to increase the review set with many duplicates 

and is also likely to escalate its review costs. FEC can also create duplicates for 

documents with multiple labels.  This “feature” is meant to replicate a physical 

structure that does not exist in the underlying data and will multiply the number of 

copies collected based on whether the document bears multiple labels.  Since 
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labels are provided as an overlay, this replication is unnecessarily duplicative and 

provides no additional information not already contained in the label field. 

17. There are limitations and pros and cons to all software tools used for eDiscovery 

purposes.  The best tool is the one that makes the least number of compromises and fits 

the budget, availability and facts of the case.  TLS recommends Google Vault as do many 

others in the industry.  While FEC is a suitable platform, the cost does not justify its 

benefits and its use is more suitable when email authentication is at stake and not in 

general litigation cases that already have an eDiscovery solution. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct.  Executed this __20_ day of November, 2020 in San Francisco, 

California. 

 
 ______________________________ 
 Jason Sims 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

 
MOJO NICHOLS, SUSAN BREWSTER, 
DUANE DEA, MARYANNE DERACLEO, 
KAREN KELLY, REBECCA RICHARDS, 
JENNIFER SELLERS, and STACY 
SPENCER,  
 
Individually and on Behalf of All Others 
Similarly Situated, 
 
                                               Plaintiffs, 
 
                                         v. 
 
NOOM, INC., ARTEM PETAKOV, and 
JOHN DOES 1 TO 5, 
 
                                                Defendants. 
 

Case No. 20 Civ. 3677 (LGS) (KHP) 

DECLARATION OF                                     

MICHAEL CIARAMITARO 

 

MICHAEL CIARAMITARO, being of full age, hereby declares under penalty of perjury as 

follows:  

1. I am the Director of Digital Forensics for International Litigation Solutions, Inc. (“ILS”).  

ILS is a full-service electronic discovery (commonly referred to as “e-discovery”) 

company. Our company specializes in, among other things, forensic collection and 

electronically stored information (“ESI”) from various computing systems, including 

email systems, social media, computers, flash drives, and mobile telephones. I know the 

facts and opinions contained in this declaration from my own experience and knowledge 

except where stated otherwise and will testify to these matters if called upon to do so. 

2. I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Management from the Pepperdine 

Graziadio School of Business and Management.  
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3. I have over 19 years of experience in computer forensics and e-discovery and have 

provided testimony in dozens of matters pertaining to collecting and analyzing ESI. My 

area of expertise in data collection includes email, social media, cloud data, computers, 

and mobile devices.  I offer consultation as a digital forensic expert in matters involving 

product liability, class actions, trade secrets, intellectual property theft, computer use 

investigations, and other legal matters involving electronic data.  

4. I obtained my EnCase Certified Examiner (EnCE1) through Guidance Software in 2002 

and have maintained my knowledge in computer forensics through hundreds of hours of 

classroom training over the course of the last 19 years.  

5. From September 2001 to August 2007, I was a Senior Manager of Quality Assurance at 

Guidance Software, Inc., a company that develops industry-leading computer forensics 

software products.  As a Quality Assurance senior manager, I became an expert in 

computer forensic software validation and testing.  

6. From March 2008 to August 2010, I was a Senior Forensic Investigator for Online 

Security, Inc., a Los-Angeles based e-discovery company. From October 2010 to March 

2011, I was a Senior Associate, Forensic Technology Services for Price Waterhouse 

Coopers.  From 2011 to present, I have held the titles of Senior Vice President or Director 

of Forensics at FRONTEO, Teris, DiscoveryReady, Inventus and ILS.  

7. In the course of my career in computer forensics, I have obtained a mastery in industry-

standard practices for conducting forensic data collections and investigations on all 

standard types of ESI including Webmail, Email, Social Media, Cloud Storage, Mobile 

 
1 EnCE certification is a widely respected credential for forensic professionals. It certifies proficiency in 
the use of EnCase, which was a pioneering tool for forensic collection and examination, and is still a key 
component of forensic professionals’ tool kits. 
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phones and computing devices through thousands of hours spent on legal matters. 

8. I have advised, consulted or acted as a subject matter expert providing oral and written 

testimony with respect to ESI in many cases, including: 

a. 3M Combat Arms Earplug Products Liability, MDL – Declaration 

b. Powers Steel and Wire Products Inc. v. John Walsh, et al. – Declaration and 

Expert Testimony  

c. Bonamar v. Turkin – Declaration and Deposition 

d. Public Safety Personnel Retirement System v. Orlich – Declaration and 

Deposition 

e. Zoel Holding Company, Inc. v. Eden – Declaration and Deposition  

f. Insight Direct USA v. James Michael Leary – Declaration 

g. Medtronic USA, Inc., Minnesota Corporations, v. Eric Funderburk and Nevro 

Corp. – Declaration 

h. Somarakis, Inc., v. Matthew Hildebrand – Declaration 

i. Jong et al. v. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. – Declaration 

j. Macy’s Inc. v. v. Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, Inc. v. J.C. Penney 

Corporation Inc. – Declaration 

k. Tibco Software Inc., v. Rapidminer Inc. et al. – Declaration 

l. Mattson v. Snoqaulmie Indian Trive – Declaration 

m. Ogulnick v. Butler – Declaration 

n. BNY Mellon v. Lyell Wealth Management – Declaration 

9. Google Workspace is one of the data sources used by Noom and the following analysis 

focuses on my understanding of what the Defense intends to use for the identification, 
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collection, processing and review of this data. Google Workspace is an enterprise level 

solution for businesses to manage and maintain their email (Gmail) and documents (Drive). 

It is my understanding that Noom uses Google Workspace for Gmail and Documents to 

create, edit, share or otherwise maintain data during the normal course of business. Google 

Workspace offers a tool for search and extraction of both Gmail and Drive data called 

Google Vault which provides functionality to its system administrators, and is used to 

identify and extract data from Google Workspace to be processed for electronic discovery 

purposes. The workflow involved in identifying and extracting Google Gmail and Drive 

data differ in both function, capabilities and deficiencies of which are exposed below. 

10. Google offers users the ability to attach documents to Gmail emails in two manners. The 

first manner uses a traditional attachment mechanism which physically attaches the 

document to the email in a static state and the second manner uses an attachment 

mechanism which embeds a stub or link to the document which is stored in the Google 

Drive environment. In part the latter attachment is used to attach Google document types 

(e.g. Google Sheets, Google Doc, etc.) which are not compatible outside of the Google 

environment. When a document is attached to an email using the stub method and the 

parent email is collected using Google Vault, then that attachment is omitted breaking the 

family group.  

11. Metaspike’s Forensic Email Collector (“FEC”) addresses these substantive Google Vault 

deficiencies by programmatically accessing the stub attachments which are otherwise not 

included in a Google Vault Gmail collection, and including them in the data collection. 

Furthermore, FEC can identify the version of the stub attachment at the time the email 
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was sent making it an ideal solution for Google Workspace Gmail data. The following is 

an excerpt from the Metaspike FEC website which showcases this exact benefit: 

Files attached to emails as hyperlinks to a cloud storage system can throw a 
monkey wrench into your forensic preservation. The linked attachments often 
require authentication and are inaccessible unless handled as part of the initial 
acquisition. 
 
Forensic Email Collector automatically detects and acquires Google Drive 
attachments and revisions of emails during Gmail and G Suite acquisitions! 
Preserved cloud items are presented in a neat package with their parent emails to 
maintain parent/child relationships.2 
 

12. FEC has several key benefits which address the deficiencies described in previous 

paragraphs such as populating folder paths from Gmail labels as this screen capture from 

a FEC collection example shows: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13. The screen capture also shows FEC’s options to collect Google mail linked attachments 

which we have been referring to as stub attachments, as they existed at the time an email 

was sent as shown or to collect all revisions of such attachments. 

 
2 Google Drive Attachments, https://www.metaspike.com/forensic-email-collector/#drive, accessed on 
November 20, 2020.) 
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14. ILS Digital Forensic department personnel and consultants have used FEC successfully 

to perform digital forensic collections from thousands of email accounts for major 

corporations around the country. Over the last two years, I have successfully collected 

hundreds of email accounts using FEC from many types of enterprise and standalone 

email environments including Google Workspace.  

15. Prominent FEC users, including users in government and law enforcement, and in 

prominent firms in the Am Law 100, the accounting Big 3, and litigation support and 

forensic services, include Paul Weiss, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, the Office of the 

California Attorney General, FTI Consulting, Deloitte, Grant Thornton, Clifford Chance, 

Stroz Friedberg, Winston & Strawn, the Federal Trade Commission, the Norwegian Tax 

Administration, the Australian Federal Police, etc. (Battle-Tested Software, 

https://www.metaspike.com/forensic-email-collector/#customers, accessed on November 

20, 2020). 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

 

Dated: November 20, 2020 

        

       /s/ Michael Ciaramitaro 

       Michael Ciaramitaro 
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